In this paper we associate permitting symbols with rules of Grammars in the components of cooperating distributed context-free hexagonal array grammar systems as a control mechanism and investigating the generative power of the resulting systems in the terminal mode. This feature of associating permitting symbols with rules when extended to patterns in the form of connected arrays also requires checking of symbols, but this is simpler than usual pattern matching. The benefit of allowing permitting symbols is that it enables us to reduce the number of components required in a cooperating distributed hexagonal array grammar system for generating a set of picture arrays.
Introduction
In the Context of image analysis and image processing a variety of generative models for digitalized picture arrays in the two dimensional plane have been proposed [10] . Out of the different techniques adopted for various models, grammar based techniques utilize the rich theory of formal grammars and languages and develop array grammars generating two dimensional languages whose elements are picture arrays. There are two distinct types of array grammars, isometric array grammars and non-isometric array grammars. Since application of rewriting rule can increase or decrease the length of the rewritten part, the dimension of rewritten sub array can change in the case of nonisometric grammars but application of such a rule is shape preserving in the case of isometric grammars due to the fact that the left and right sides of an array rewriting rule is geometrically identical.
In order to handle more context with rewriting systems, a system with several components is composed and defined a cooperation protocol for these components to generate a common sentential form. Such devices are known as cooperating distributed (CD)grammar systems [3] . Components are represented by grammars or other rewriting devices, and the protocol for mutual cooperation modifying the common sentential form according to their own rules. A variety of string grammar system models [3] have been introduced and studied in the literature. Rudolf Freund extended the concept of grammar system to arrays [2] by introducing array grammar system and further J. Dassow, R. Freund and Gh. Pȃun elaborated the power of cooperation in array grammar system (cooperating array grammar system) for various non-context-free sets of arrays which can be generated in a simple way by cooperating array grammar systems and simple picture description [1] . They also proved that the cooperation increases the generative capacity even in the case of systems with regular array grammar components.
Different kinds of control mechanism that are added to component grammars for regulated rewriting rules have been considered in string grammar systems and such control devices are known to increase the generative power of the grammar in many cases [1] . Random context grammar is viewed as one of the prototype mechanism in which components grammars that permit or forbid the application of a rule based on the presence or absence of a set of symbols.
Hexagonal arrays and hexagonal patterns are found in the literature on picture processing and image analysis. The class of Hexagonal kolam array language (HKAL) was introduced by Siromoneys [9] . The class of Hexagonal array language was introduced by Subramanian. The class of local and recognizable picture languages were introduced by Dersanambika et.al. [6] . Recently we extended cooperative distributed grammar system to Hexagonal arrays and different capabilities of the system are studied [8] .
In this paper we associate permitting symbols with rules of the grammar in the components of cooperating distributed context-free hexagonal array grammar systems as a control mechanism and investigating the generative power of the resulting systems in the terminal mode. This feature of associating permitting symbols with rules when extended to patterns in the form of connected arrays also requires checking of symbols, but this is simpler than usual pattern matching. The benefit of allowing permitting symbols is that it enables us to reduce the number of components required in a cooperating distributed hexagonal array grammar system for generating a set of picture arrays. Figure 1 respectively, S ∈ N is the start symbol, # is a special symbol called blank symbol and P is a finite set of rewriting rules of the form α → β where α and β are finite subpatterns of a hexagonal pattern over N ∪ T ∪ {#} satisfying the following conditions:
1. The shape of α and β are identical.
2. α contains at least one element of N. The elements of T appearing in α are not rewritten.
3. A non # symbol in α is not replaced by a blank symbol in β.
4. The application of the production α → β preserves connectivity of the hexagonal array.
For a hexagonal array grammar G = (N, T, S, P, #), we can define x =⇒ y for x, y ∈ (N ∪ T ∪ {#}) if there is a rule α → β ∈ P such that α is a subpattern of x and y is obtained by replacing α in x by β. The reflexive closure of ⇒ is denoted by * ⇒ . The hexagonal array language generated by G is defined by L(G) = {x ∈ (T ∪ {#}) * * H : s * ⇒ x}. .The family of languages generated by a context free hexagonal array grammar is denoted by CF HA. 
The family of languages generated by a regular hexagonal array grammar is denoted by REGHA.
Definition 2.4.
A cooperating hexagonal array grammar system (of type X, X ∈ {CF HA, REGHA}, and degree n, n ≥ 1), is a construct Γ = (N, T, S, P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n ), where N and T are non-terminal and terminal alphabets respectively, S ∈ N and P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n are finite sets of regular respectively context free rules over N ∪ T.
Definition 2.5. Let Γ be a cooperating hexagonal array grammar system. Let x, y ∈ Γ * . Then we write x k ⇒ p i y if and only if there are words x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k+1 such that
Moreover, we write By CD n (X, f ) we denote family of hexagonal array language generated by cooperating hexagonal array grammar system consisting of at most n components of type X ∈ (REGHA, CF HA) in the mode f. Definition 2.6. A random context grammar is a quadruple G = (N, T, P, S) where N is the alphabet of non-terminals, T is the alphabet of terminals such that N ∩ T = φ, V = N ∪ T, S ∈ N is the start symbol,and P is a finite set of productions of the form (A → x, P er, F or) where A → x is a context free production,A ∈ N and x ∈ V * ,and P er, F or ⊆ N . For U, V ∈ V * and a production (A → x, P er, F or) ∈ P , the relation Av ⇒ uxv holds provided that per ⊆ alph(uv) and alph(uv) ∩ F or = φ. A permitting (forbidding)grammar is a random context grammar G = (N, T, P, S) where for each production (A → x, P er, F or) ∈ P , it holds that F or = φ (P er = φ respectively) 3 Cooperating distributed context-free hexagonal array grammar system with permitting symbols
The set of all symbols in the labeled cells of the array p is denoted by alph(p) A permitting CF hexagonal array rule is an array grammar G is of the form (α → β, per), where α → β is a context-free hexagonal array rewriting rule and per ⊆ N , where N is the set of non -terminals of the grammar. If per = φ, then we avoid mentioning it in the rule.For any two arrays p, q and a permitting CF hexagonal array rule (α → β, per), the array q is derived from p by replacing α in p by β provided that per ⊆ alph(p\α). A permitting cooperating distributed context-free hexagonal array grammar systems (pCDCFHAGS) is Γ = (N, T, P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P N , S), n ≥ 1 where N is a finite set of non terminals,S ∈ N is the start symbol,T is a finite set of terminals, N T = φ and each s The array language generated by Γ in the t mode is defined as
. . , i m is any sequence of symbols belonging to {1, 2, . . . , n} where repeated symbols are allowed. Also pCD n (HCF A, t) denote the family of array languages generated in the t mode by permitting cooperating CF hexagonal array grammar systems with at most n components Example 3.1. Consider the context-free hexagonal array grammars with rules G = ({S, A, B}, {a}, P, S, #) where ({S, A, B, A , B , C, D}, {a}, P 1 , S) where P 1 consists of the following rules. The derivations starts with rule 1 followed by rule 2 which can be applied as the permitting symbol B is present in the array. This grows left upper arm (LU) by one cell. Then rule 3 can be applied due to the presence of permitting symbol A and this grows left lower arm (LL) by one cell. An application of rule 4 followed by 5, again noting that the permitting symbols of the respective rules are present changes A to A and B to B. the repeated application of the process growing both the left upper arm and left lower arm equal in size. Rules 6 and 7 are applied changing A to C and B to D so that the derivation can be terminated by the application of rules 8 and 9 thus yielding a hexagonal array in the shape of a left arrow head with size of LU and LL are equal.
Remark 3.3.
A pCDCF HAGS where the set of permitting symbols in all the components is empty, is simply a cooperating distributed CF hexagonal array system (CDCF HAGS) [8] . The family of array languages generated in the t mode by a CDCF HAGS with at most n components is denoted by CD n (CF HA, t). If the rules in all the components are only in the form of rules of a regular array grammar, then this family is denoted by CD n (REGHA, t).
We now show that the set H HF of all n × n × n(n ≥ 3) arrays over {a} in the form of hollow hexagonal frame. Figure 3 can be generated (in the t mode) by a pCDCF HAGS with only two components.
Lemma 3.4. H HF ∈ pCD 2 (HCF A, t).
Proof. The set H HF is generated (in the t mode) by the pCDCF HAGS G 2 = ({S, A, B, A , B , C, D, C , D , E, F, E , F , X, Y }, {a}, P 1 , P 2 , S).
The rules in the componentP 1 are given by
(E → E, {F }) ,
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The rules in the component P 2 are given by
Figure 4
Using t-mode of derivation, starting with the symbol S an application of rule (1) in the first component followed by rule(2) which can be applied as the permitting symbol B is present in the array, grows in the LU arm by one place. Since A is the permuting symbol for rule (3), rule (3) can then applied which results the growth of LL arm by one place. Now the situations are ready for applying rules (4) and (5) and at this stage A becomes A and B becomes B. The process can be repeated and this in turn results the growth of LU and LL arms equal in length. Instead of rule (4) rule (6) is applied followed by (7), (8), (9), (10), (11) allows upper and lower arms to grow in equal length, with permitting symbols in all these rules directing the sequence of applications in the right order. If rule (12) is used instead of rule (10) and this is followed by rule (13) Right upper (RU ) and Right lower (RL) arms grows equal in size and correct application of rule (18) and (19) will result in the symbol X in the RU arm and F in the lower right arm where X is at the position of right end point of RU and RL arm so that further application of productions in P 1 is not possible at any non-terminals. At this stage applying productions in P 2 and this in turn terminate the derivation yielding a hollow hexagon with its parallel arms are equal in size.
Lemma 3.5.
1. H HF ∈ CD 3 (CF HA, t)
Proof follows from the result in [8] .
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Theorem 3.6.
1. CF HA = CD 1 (CF HA, t) ⊂ pCD 1 (CF HA, t).
2. CD 2 (CF HA, t) ⊂ pCD 2 (CF HA, t).
3. pCD 2 (CF HA, 2) \ CD n (REGHA, t) = φ for any n ≥ 1.
Proof. The equality follows from the results from [8] . We know that, a pCDCF HAGS with empty set of permitting symbols associated with the rules is same as a cooperating distributed CF hexagonal array grammar system and so CD 1 (CF HA, t) = pCD 1 (CF HA, t) if per = φ. Examples (1) and (2) illustrated the fact that the set H LA of all hexagonal arrays over a in the shape of left arrow head with left upper arm and left lower arm with equal size is generated by the pCD 1 CF HAGS with only one component and working in the t-mode and hence the inclusion is proper which proves (1). Similar arguments for inclusion in statement (2) are hold. From the proof of the lemma (1) it is very clear that under the strict application of the derivation rules with the respective permitive symbols generate a hollow hexagon with parallel arms equal in size. Such a generation is not possible in CD 2 CF HAGS since per = φ and incorrect application of terminating rule will leads to non-completion of the hollow hexagon with parallel arms equal in size. Thus CD 2 (CF HA, t) ⊂ pCD 2 (CF HA, t).
Consider the array languages generated by pCDCF HAGS in example (1) and in the proof of lemma (1). It can be seen that generating the arrow head of patterns of the language, we should require two growing heads at the same time. But in the CDREGHAGS with any number of components the array rules contains only one growing head. So the same language cannot be generated by CD n (REGHA, t) and this proves (3).
To show the power of the cooperating hexagonal array grammar system with the array rules controlled by permitting symbols, consider the following example of a language of set of all hexagons with parallel arms are equal in length over a one letter alphabet. 
The rules in the component p 2 are given by Figure 5 Starting with S, repeated application of the first five rules of the component P 1 in this order generate < a having equal arms, with LU arm having non-terminal A and LL arm having non-terminal B. Once two rules (A # → aC, {B }) and (B # → aD, {C}) of component P 1 are used, the generations of these two arms end with terminal a and then starts the generations of upper and lower arms of the hexagon using rules (6) to (11) . Then the right application of rule (12) to (17) then (18), (19), . . . , (45) subjected to the permitting symbols will result to a hexagonal picture and finally by the application of rules in P 2 , we get the required hexagon over the one letter alphabet {a} as in Figure 5 .
In the Siromoney matrix grammar (9) rectangular arrays are generated in two phases; one in horizontal and the other in vertical. Further it was extended by associating a finite set of rules in the second phase of generation with each table having either right linear non-terminal rules of the form A → B or right-linear terminal rules of the form A → a and such array languages are denoted by T RM L and T CF M L and we have a well known result
. Correspondingly it can be established for hexagonal arrays. Here we compare pCDCF HAGS with these classes. Figure 6 Except the rules Z → Z, C → C in P 1 generates the LU and LL arm with a middle marker X and the symbols Y above and below X in both arms and which are equal in number. The first two rules of P 2 changes the symbols in the left most cell in to a.Then the remaining rules of P 2 and the last two rules of P 1 (Z , → Z,C , → C) and the rules of the component P 3 generate the arms such that each cell in the middle arm in the horizontal direction is made up of a s and all other cells above and below are made up of b s except the leftmost arms.The generation of the cells finally terminates, yielding the rightmost cells are rewritten by a s. Thus a hexagonal array in the shape of a left arrowhead (describing as Figure (6) is generated).If we treat b as blank, such arrays cannot be in T CF M L and which in turn proves that pCD 3 (HCF A, t) \ T CF M L = φ.
Conclusion. In this paper, the picture array generating power of cooperating CF hexagonal array grammar systems endowed with permitting symbols are studied. It is seen that the control mechanism which we here used namely the 'permitting symbols' is shape preserving in picture generation and also it reduce size complexity.
